THE HYGIENE PERSPECTIVE

CLEAN WATER STARTS
WITH A CAREFUL ROUTINE
Keep your dental unit waterlines safe, clean, and free of bacteria with a combination of the
right materials and a simple yet effective disinfecting routine
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A PROVEN FORMULA
FOR CLEAN LINES

cartridge status, while a
patented Class A UV light
is 55% stronger and kills
99.99% of viruses.
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Sterisil
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every tablet protocol is
a shock treatment, and
Sterisil’s Citrisil tablets clean and maintain DUWLs while killing
preexisting odor-causing bacteria. Safe for dental equipment,
patients, and the dental team, the tablets eliminate the need
to empty bottles and purge lines at the end of each day. Citrisil
maintains antimicrobial tubing and does not contain oxidizers
like iodine or chlorine.
Crosstex’s DentaPure cartridges make DUWL treatment simple, effective, reliable, and safe. By removing nonallergenic elemental iodine, the DentaPure DP40B independent water bottle
cartridge offers 60 days (or 40 L of water if usage records are
kept) of safe, compliant dental unit water. The cartridge can
be installed onto a unit’s existing water bottle pickup tube via
quick-connect fitting. Once installed, there is no need to monitor or use a shocking protocol.
The DentaPure DP365M municipal water bottle cartridge offers a
simple way to maintain incoming DUWLs that are plumbed directly
to city water. One installation using included poly-flo fittings provides 365 days (or 240 L) of safe water. When using either cartridge
system, Crosstex reminds you when it’s time for a replacement.
Patterson Waterline Maintenance Tablets inhibit the
growth of microbial contamination in DUWLs, with 50-tablet
packages that treat either 750
milliliters or 2 liters of water.

Proof in Numbers
Offering shock and maintenance treatment in
one product, Monarch Lines Cleaner removes
biofilm containing odor-causing bacteria from dental unit
waterlines with a fast, effective, and efficient application.
Its pH-neutral composition skips the harsh and aggressive
chemicals to be gentle on equipment, ensuring that valves
are safe from corrosion and staining.
The proof is in the numbers (or in this case—bacterial
concentrations), and a recent study* offers dramatic validation.
Within just 1 week of initial shock treatment with Monarch
Lines Cleaner, samples from 5 waterlines in 2 practices met
or were less than the CDC-recommended 500 CFU/mL, and
remained that way throughout the study window.

Simple & Compatible
Patterson
Waterline
Maintenance
Tablets

Testing the Waters
Water quality maintenance is most effective when you accurately test the water coming out of your DUWLs. A range of
tools are available to do just that—from simple systems that
estimate the number of free-floating bacteria in your waterlines
to more complex water quality indicators that can detect any
waterborne bacteria within a reasonable incubation time. In-office testing kits and mail-in services are a great place to start
testing the waters.
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eaching for the right tool is
essential in every corner of
dentistry, and there’s no tool
more important than what’s used to
keep the operatory clean and safe for
both patients and staff. Air Techniques’
Monarch family of cleaning and sanitizing
products makes reaching for the right
tool simple through its color-coded
approach to infection prevention.
So, when it comes to keeping your
equipment clean, including your dental
unit waterlines, reach for yellow.
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Compatible with any type of independent water bottle
system, Monarch Lines Cleaner is ready to use with no
mixing or diluting required. After coating the tubing walls
nightly for 3 weeks to ensure any buildup in waterlines is
eliminated, it is used for weekly lines cleaning.

5

WAYS MONARCH LINES CLEANER
SIMPLIFIES WATERLINE TREATMENT

• Ready to use with no mixing or diluting needed
• One 500-mL bottle can treat a single operatory for months
• Compatible with any independent water bottle system
• Powerful formula attacks deposits in tubing lines
• Can be used during procedures such as hygiene scaling
*Source: https://www.airtechniques.com/wp-content/uploads/AirTechMonarchWaterlineCleanerStudyResultsReport.pdf

